School Student Competition organised by Indian Knowledge system-a division
of Ministry of Education
Interested students are requested to log In and participate through the Link provided for
individual competition and read the instructions and last date of submission very carefully.
Participants are requested to share their name, class, Section to respective Class Teacher.
Competition-1
Bharat has been the land of rich and diverse dance traditions from classical to folk forms of
expression. Each of the dance styles reflects the culture of its community and its region through
stories, music and colorful costumes. Many of these dances also serve to inculcate a sense of
innate rhythm and discipline in its practitioners and act as a medium for transmitting values and
their cultural heritage to their successive generations.
The Traditional Dance competition, being organized by the IKS Division of the Ministry of
Education at AICTE, is your opportunity to enchant your viewers around the world your
movements, expressions and rhythms.
NOTE- This competition is strictly for school children from Classes 6 to 12.
Follow these simple steps:1) Prepare a short video (2-5 mins) of a traditional dance form that you are presenting from your
region.
2) Submit the video with a short introduction of yourself with an explanation of what you are
performing.
3) Write a brief description (Minimum 200 words- maximum 500 words)explaining it further, so
that friends from other parts of the country and the world can experience the beauty of this art
form.
Requirements
1) The length of the video should strictly be between 2-5 minutes, including the beginning and
end credits.
2) The video can be in either colour or monochrome in time-lapse/normal mode.
3) The video has to be shot in HD format within the ratio 16:9 in Horizontal format.
4) The video should begin with an introduction which includes your name, age, class and school.
Tell us about the traditional dance form, its history, what is so special about it and who taught it
to you. In the credits section at the end include the names of your teacher and production
assistants.
5) The accompanying text should explain in greater detail what you have said in the video.
Last Date of Submission is 27th July 2022

https://www.mygov.in/task/dance-rhythm-your-heart-iks-traditionaldance-competition/
Competition-2
From time immemorial, Bharatiya Home Remedies, prepared with the vast varieties of herbs,
spices and other flora, not only help to cure diseases but also to prevent them. These remedies
usually strengthen the body’s mechanisms to fight diseases. This is perhaps the strongest point
in favour of home remedies.
This video competition, organized by the IKS division of Ministry of Education at AICTE, is an
invitation for the participants to explore and discover traditional home remedies.
The video should showcase your preparation of a traditional home remedy (based on
locally available ingredients) along with a grandparent or an elder from your family along
with a brief textual description as given in the guidelines(Minimum 200 words- maximum
500 words).
Note: This competition is for school children for Classes 6 to 12.
Requirements
1)The length of the video should strictly be between 3-7 minutes, including the beginning and
end credits.
2)The video should begin with an introduction which includes your name, age, class and school

and that of your mentor as well as about how you are related to them.
3)The accompanying text should explain in greater detail what you have said in the video.
4)The video can be in either colour or monochrome in time-lapse/normal mode.
5)The video has to be shot in HD format within the ratio 16:9 in Horizontal format.
The Last date of Submission is 27th July 2022.

https://www.mygov.in/task/healing-home-iks-traditional-home-remedycompetition/
Competition-3
The competition on the Local Architectural Heritage, being organized by the IKS Division
of Ministry of Education at AICTE, is a fantastic chance for you to showcase lesser known
or even famous traditional local heritage structures where you live.
Tell us what is the oldest structure in your village/ town/ city? Take a picture beside the heritage
structure that highlights its speciality and send it along with a short description.
This competition is for school children for Classes 6 to 12.
Requirements
1)Photograph having minimum resolution of 300 dpi and minimum size of 2MB.
2)The accompanying text (Minimum 200 words- maximum 500 words) should start with a brief
introduction of yourself, a few words on why you chose this structure followed by a short
description of where the structure can be found, who built it, for what purpose it was built, and
how it is being used today.
The last date of submission is 27th July 2022

https://www.mygov.in/task/our-heritage-our-pride-iks-local-architecturalheritage-competition/

Competition-4
The Traditional Food Preparation competition, being organised by the IKS Division of the
Ministry of Education at AICTE invites you to showcase your traditional regional food.
Follow these simple steps:1) Make a video of you preparing a dish with an elderly member of your family
2) Submit it along with a brief description of your experience (Minimum 200 words- maximum 500
words).
NOTE-This competition is for school children from Classes 6 to 12.
Requirements
1) The length of the video should strictly be between 3 to 7 minutes, including the beginning and
end credits.
2) The video can be in either color or monochrome in time-lapse/normal mode.
3) The video has to be shot in HD format within the ratio 16:9 in Horizontal format.
4) The video should begin with an introduction of yourself with your name, age, class, school and
the name of the elderly family member and your relationship with them. Tell us how the dish is
prepared, what are its ingredients, preparation time and why it is special in your tradition.
5) The accompanying text should explain in greater detail what you have said in the video.
Last date of Submission is 27th July 2022

https://www.mygov.in/task/healthy-food-healthy-family-iks-traditionalfood-preparation-competition/

Competition-5
Submissions are open and invited from eligible candidates for the Summer 2022 Edition of
NASA’s Astrophoto Challenges.

About NASA’s Astrophoto Challenges
NASA’s Astrophoto Challenges include two challenges: the MicroObservatory
Challenge and the NASA Data Challenge.

MicroObservatory Challenge



Capture your own real-time telescope image of the Carina Nebula, and process it
with MicroObservatory’s JS9-4L tool.
Then consider how the image of the Carina Nebula that you processed compares to
an image of the Carina Nebula processed by NASA.

NASA Data Challenge
Select any of NASA’s images of Eta Carina & the Carina Nebula (available here), and
process them with MicroObservatory’s JS9-4L tool.
Use all the techniques you’ve learned with MicroObservatory to process real NASA data
and create your best image.

Eligibility




Anyone can participate in the challenge.
You just need an email address to receive any images you take with the
MicroObservatory robotic telescopes.
If you are 12 or younger, you will need to have your parent/guardian do this activity
with you.

How to Submit?



If you have a Google email, submit your images here for either the
MicroObservatory Challenge or the NASA Data Challenge.
Otherwise, you can submit your images to this Facebook event to enter either
Challenge.

Submission Deadline
July 31, 2022
https://mo-www.cfa.harvard.edu/OWN/astrophoto/index.html

